APPLICATION NEWS
Basic SFC Primer Part II

This is part two of a two part series to provide a Basic SFC Primer for the chromatographer. Supercritical
Fluid Chromatography (SFC) has been utilized in various forms in the last 50 years and improvements in
instrumentation and column technology have led to the growth of the technique over the last decade. In
the first part of this series we reviewed mobile phase characteristics, mobile phase modifiers/additives
and basic column characteristics. In this second part we will cover the role of the stationary phase,
column selection and sample considerations.
Characteristics of a SFC Stationary Phase
SFC chromatography is an excellent orthogonal technique to reversed‐phase HPLC because of its
robustness and its relationship to normal phase LC. SFC when used with polar‐bonded stationary phases
is normal phase chromatography minus many of the problems inherent in normal phase LC. Such as
retention time changes depending on very small amounts of polar compounds in the mobile phase.
Some of the key characteristics for a SFC stationary phase include selectivity, interaction with analytes
to elute symmetrical peak and durability. Unfortunately, many SFC separations have been forced to
utilize older types of stationary phases from “normal phase” HPLC such as unmodified silica, diol, amino
and cyano. These phases are poorly adapted to SFC and present a number of limitations for SFC
separations. Limitations include: low capacity, poor selectivity, and poor peak shape for SFC separations.
To overcome these limitations we have developed a new line specifically engineered SFC stationary
phases called GreenSep SFC. GreenSep stationary phases have proven to be superior to conventional
stationary phases (such as diol, cyano etc...) in the areas of separation selectivity, peak shape and
loading capacity. The chromatograms shown below are prime examples of the superior peak shape
performance, selectivity and loading capacity obtainable with the GreenSep with SFC columns.
Column Selection
The development of new GreenSep SFC stationary phases has been a key area of development for ES
Industries. ES Industries is pleased to present a list of our GreenSep SFC column chemistries that have
shown unique selectivity. All of these materials are also available in sub‐2 micron, 5 um, 7um, 10um, and
15um particle size. Columns from 1mmID (various analytical sizes) to 100mmID (various preparative
sizes) are available. Bulk packing of 7um or high is also available.
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GreenSep Basic ‐ A phase based on imidazole chemistry providing a highly basic character for this
stationary phase. SFC separation of amines would normally require the addition of an amine to the
mobile phase; however GreenSep Basic does not require the addition of these peak shape modifiers.
Mobile phase composition and fraction collection is greatly simplified without the use of amino
additives. GreenSep Basic is the SFC column of choice for the retention and rapid separation of chemical
containing strong amine groups.
GreenSep PFP ‐ Specifically designed for the separation of geometrical isomers as well as diastereomers.
It is the column of choice in separating compounds that contain aromatic group, polarizable electrons
and conjugate systems. In addition, GreenSep PFP is useful for the separation of halogenated
compounds. In many cases GreenSep PFP provides orthogonal separations when compared to GreenSep
Nitro.
GreenSep Nitro ‐ Specifically designed for the separation of geometrical isomers as well as
diastereomers. It is the column of choice in separating compounds that contain aromatic group,
polarizable electrons and conjugate systems.

GreenSep Ethyl Pyridine ‐ GreenSep Ethyl Pyridine is the SFC column is ideally suited for the retention
and rapid separation of chemicals containing amine groups.
GreenSep Naphthyl – A naphthalene based SFC material, with very high bonding density and intrinsic
base deactivation due to a rigid structure that also enables the shape selectivity needed for many
diastereomeric separations. It also exhibits strong π‐π interaction and charge transfer interactions and
performs well for diastereomers separations and non‐polar compounds. The unique properties of
GreenSep Naphthyl place its selectivity between graphitized carbon and alkyl type stationary phases.
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GreenSep Pyridyl Amide – Can separate compounds functionalized with both amine bases and acidic
groups. Mobile phase composition and fraction collection is greatly simplified without the use of amino
or TFA additives. GreenSep Pyridyl Amide provides flexibility for the SFC chromatographer with mobile
phase composition and fraction collection greatly simplified without the use of amino additives.

GreenSep Ethyl Pyridine II ‐ GreenSep Ethyl Pyridine II is the SFC column is ideally suited for the
retention and rapid separation of chemicals containing amine and acid groups.
GreenSep 4‐Ethyl Pyridine – GreenSep 4‐Ethyl Pyridine is an alternative to and provides different
selectivity to GreenSep Ethyl Pyridine (2‐ethyl pyridine).
GreenSep Amino Phenyl ‐ Specifically designed for the separation of amines, alcohols and acids by SFC
without the use of additives.
GreenSep Amino Phenyl 250 X 4.6mm, 5um
Catalog # 155291‐GS‐A/PH

15% Methanol in Co2
Pressure 100bar
1. Butyl benzoate
2. 4‐nitrotoluene
3. 2‐nitrophenol
4. Caffeine
5. Antipyren
6. Oxprenolol
7. Niacinamide

Flow: 3mL/min
Detection: PDA
8. Sorbic acid
9. Naphthalene
10. Ibuprofen
11. N‐benzylbenzamide
12. 1‐aminoisoquinoline
13. Propranolol
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GreenSep DEAP ‐ Many SFC separations require the addition of amine modifiers to the mobile phase to
improve peak shape however, DEAP does not require the addition of these peak shape modifiers.
Mobile phase composition and fraction collection is greatly simplified without the use of amino
additives. It has greater retention for amines then GreenSep Ethyl Pyridine

GreenSep Silica ‐ This is a metal free ultra high purity chromatographic media that is pressure stable and
specifically engineered for high performance SFC separations. The surface is treated to produce
maximum SFC separation interactions and loading capacity while maintaining superior peak shape
performance for many chemicals. GreenSep Silica is available for analytical and preparative column
formats in particle sizes from 1.8um ˆ 20 um.
Sample Considerations
Many of polar compounds show poor retention by reverse phase HPLC, however many of these small
polar molecules are an excellent match for separation via SFC. The range of molecules separated using
SFC is rapidly increasing including peptides and proteins. SFC is an excellent preparative separation
technique. Preparative separations can be performed quickly and the carbon dioxide mobile phase is
easily removed. An important consideration for SFC is sample solubility. Care should be taken with large
injection volumes particular for preparative SFC. In these situations the injected sample can “crash out”
plugging the column and shutting down the chromatographic system. There are several possible ways of
avoiding “crashing out” including the use of a mobile phase co‐solvent such as acetonitrile or methanol,
mixing the injected sample with solvent that is more compatible with carbon dioxide.
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